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News from Thoroughbred Racing  
Horse Racing’s Wagering Crisis    

 

The first rule of Crisis Management 101:  Get the bad stuff out first – air all the dirty laundry and leave no 
stone unturned – purge every dark secret.  At Enron and WorldCom they didn’t follow that lesson plan 
and instead tried to cover up until the dam finally burst.  The thoroughbred industry is now mired in a 
difficult crisis of confidence.  Every week now we hear disturbing new revelations about the laxity and 
misconduct of those responsible for processing our wagers.  Can we no longer trust that it is a fair playing 
field when it comes to putting our money on the line?      
 
Early on in the scandal there was the infamous Autotote statement from company executives.  They put 
the spin something to this effect -- 
 

Our betting systems are 100% secure - everyone in horse racing should be excited about the fact that 
some lucky bettor took down the p-6 with such an incredible stroke of luck – it is great day for the sport! 
 

They actually encouraged everyone to believe that a lucky bettor ‘accidentally’ played a $12 pick-6 ticket 
with 4 singles, including a 25/1 and 13/1 shots and marked the ‘all’ in the final two legs and won the 
whole $3 million.  Those Autotote guys should be working publicity for the Iraqi government right now.  
 
After it was discovered that the fixed-6 was an inside job there was the amazing press release from the 
Santa Anita director assuring that they were taking new strict measures to ensure the sanctity of the 
betting – we are changing the locks and securing the doors to the totalizator room - he boasted.  Oh well, 
as long as the fox is guarding the hen house I guess he needs more protection!  
 
On Nov 26 there was another revealing statement from an industry insider.  NYRA official states that it is 
not possible for anyone to make a bet after the race.  Well thank goodness for that.  But then he adds – 
the tote machines do remain open for 15 seconds after the race for tellers to cancel errors and unpaid 
bets.  Yowww!! – isn’t that a revelation - we were a bit curious as to why the odds change so dramatically 
after the race has started.   
 
Remember the guy from South Dakota that was barred from directly wagering into the tote there?  He 
(reportedly) had a special computer program that was able to establish probabilities for all horses and 
combinations (exotic wagers) and in a matter of microseconds it could determine the overlay possibilities, 
compute the profitable bet sizing and make the wager directly into the pool from his account.  Because his 
bets were large and impacted the pools dramatically, he was stopped - though technically it was legal.  
Similar operations are reportedly cleaning up in Hong Kong. 
 

Looking back, doesn’t that story seems a bit suspicious after all that has been revealed lately.  He could 
not have been making accurate wagers at Gulfstream even at the last second because 70% of the money 
pours in after the tote is locked.  But maybe the simulcast facility in S.D. offered some special rules just 
for him – hmmm.  I remember the spokeswoman for that hub putting a spin on that story and stating that 
this high-tech automatic betting was inevitable for the future of horse racing and that this customer 
represented a new face for the sport; the industry had better accommodate high tech big bettors like him 
if horse racing is to survive.  Thanks lady, you’re right, we shouldn’t give all bettors equal opportunity at 
placing an honest wager.  Instead, we should attract more high-tech young people from Drexel University 
and let them know that cheaters prosper in horse racing. 
 
Here are some less cynical observations  -- 
 

• Horses with early speed are being bet heavily these days, win or lose.  The alarming thing is that 
many are pounded down after the gates open and the odds dropping noticeably when the race is 
underway.  Is there a sudden surge of awareness by the public to the advantage of early speed, or is 
something more sinister taking place?  The new post-time betting rule at Churchill Downs is not 
being widely embraced as a good solution.  Ending all wagering at a predetermined time is unfair to 
honest bettors as they’ll be stymied when there’s a late gate scratch and theyneed to cancel or change 
bets.    
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News from Thoroughbred Racing 
Horse Racing’s Wagering Crisis  

 

• I have often clicked in bets after the gate opens with on-line betting.  In other cases, bets are refused 
while the horses are still loading and it is frustrating to get shut out.  While in Vegas or at the track, 
the teller will sometimes punch the button a second after the gate opens and the bet will go through, 
but just as often (in Vegas) they shut you out 30 seconds to post.  All of you have had similar 
experiences and the important point here is the lack of consistency.   

 
Several years ago Ernie Logsdon and I drove to Fairplex to wager on Del Mar and the NoCal Fair.  To our 
amazement, one of the machines accepted our wagers 5 or 10 seconds after the race had begun.  We 
were downright giddy with the ability to bet after seeing the start of the race.  No more wasted bets on 
those horses that stumble or get bumped hard at the break.  It was too good to last though and we only 
won a few bucks before the fun ended.  I also recall many times at the harness races watching guys call 
out bets to the tellers as the horses passed the start at Los Alamitos.  They had a two or three second 
delay time to cancel the bet if the horse broke stride or was too far back from the moving gate.  If you 
have similar stories, please post them on our discussion board.        
 
Since the Breeders Cup, a chorus of people are suddenly expressing concern about the unpredictable odds 
fluctuations that occur routinely after the race has started.  It’s not really a new issue, we have talked 
about it in this newsletter for years (odds affected by late simulcast money).  But there is creeping 
uncertainty from bettors about the honesty of the parimutuel system now.  The speed of light should be 
fast enough to transmit all wagers into the tote for a final update immediately after the gates open.  Why 
can’t they get it together on that?  Lack of money to upgrade existing systems has been the excuse.  Many 
computer experts and industry consultants have come to the same conclusion about the mechanism of 
thoroughbred wagering – it is in pathetic shape and terribly antiquated.  It was just a matter of time before 
someone would take criminal advantage of such a weak structure.  Rip-offs in the wagering system may 
have going on for years and the Breeder Cup incident is probably just the tip of the iceberg.   
 
Beyond the speculation and accusations, can it be definitively proven that there is hanky-panky after the 
race has started (past-posting)?   Not an easy research task because we must speculate on which horses are 
the targets of the post-race betting and late cancellations.  I tried the following query from our HX4 to get 
some hard data  
 

()  nPOS1  = horse reached the front at the quarter pole. 
()  nAODD < MLO  (the horse was bet below its morning line) 
()  nFIN   = 1  (determine win rate) 
 

Did not find anything worthwhile in my tests.  Even if past-post betting/canceling is prevalent, it’s 
certainly not occurring in every single race.  Perhaps a more focused examination from a suspect track 
would provide more clues.  Part of the problem is that the late action, if dishonest, is probably happening 
within 10 seconds after the gate opens.  The charts can give us Morning Line odds, the final odds, a Start-
Call, a gate trouble note and the definitive quarter mile (2f) position, but those won’t provide strong 
proof.  What is needed is a 30-second odds report combined with videotape replay of the race.  If the 
favorite is 6/5 odds and stumbles at the start – did his odds drift up in the late action?  If a longshot front-
runner breaks on top by 2 quick lengths at the start – did his odds drop way down?    
 
Evidence that the public is wagering more heavily (and honestly) on perceived front-runners is pretty 
solid.  Our Fr1 win percentages with HTR have remained steady at about 19% for years and years.  Yet 
the ROI has dropped downward in that time span, especially in the last 3 years.  Prior to the year 1999 a 
large sample test of Fr1= 1 in dirt races would yield 0.95 ROI.  It has dropped about a 1 cent a year since.   
 
Does this mean that Fr1 has lost its luster as king of the longshot factors?  Not at all; Fr1 points the way to 
big priced winners almost every day.  The adjustments and algorithms in our velocity numbers are second 
to none and the most accurate anywhere.  But the smart bettors (the ones with serious money) have 
become attuned to the power of early speed by reading and researching and observing over time.    
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News from Thoroughbred Racing 
Seabiscuit Movie at Keeneland  

Tom and Linda Walters on the Filming of the Seabiscuit Movie from Keeneland 
 

Tom and Linda Walters had the unique experience of participating in the filming of the Seabiscuit movie 
based on the best-selling book.  They were invited to appear in the production as extras for racetrack 
scenes filmed at Keeneland.  Linda tells the story in her own words  
 
Beinamovie.com web site - that is where I was enticed to register to be one of 4000 unpaid extras needed 
in crowd scenes for the upcoming major motion picture about Seabiscuit.  Thanks to modern technology, 
Tom and I registered on-line and soon received emails and updates from the Seabiscuit film staff about 
what to wear and what not to wear (the race took place during the 1930’s).  We were encouraged to raid 
our grandmother/fathers closets for period clothing if we wished!  They sent special instructions as to 
what could be brought on the set as well as parking permits and release forms all via email.  They set the 
tone for the event by telling everyone: “we want you to come out to have fun and be enthusiastic.  We will 
draw for prizes throughout the day and we will feed you a box breakfast and lunch.  Be prepared to stay 
all day (8:00am- 5:30pm) out in the cold!” 
 
So just for “the once in a lifetime experience of it” Tom & I got out of our nice warm bed on Sunday 
morning (Nov. 17) at 6:00 AM, grabbed some coffee and layered ourselves in our period clothing.  I put 
on my dark colored woolen long skirt and white blouse, double pair of dark colored socks, dark colored 
shoes, long woolen overcoat, (most of my outfit came from a thrift store) neck scarf, gloves (by the way 
the scene called for a chilly day at Pimlico) and the temperature today was in the low 30’s with a wind chill 
of about 25 degrees!   All “dressed up” Tom & I headed for Keeneland to check in by 8:00 AM along with 
4000 other “dummies”!  There was a long line of traffic and then another long check-in line at a big tent.  
While checking in we are scanned by the staff to make sure that we look like someone dressed from the 
1930’s.  They have a wardrobe of overcoats for anybody that needed to change to the 30’s look.  It 
appeared that quite a few people had raided their kinfolks closets and found period clothing such as fur 
coats and stoles, or fur trimmed coats, feathery hats, veiled hats, fedoras, hand mufflers, broaches and 
clip-on earrings, purses, shoes, etc.  It was pretty cool!  We were put into the “blue” group and followed 
the staff member holding up the blue sign throughout the day.  Other groups were yellow, green, etc. 
Since 70 percent of the crowd at the racetrack in the 30’s was male, everyone got a cheap fedora (men’s 
hat from the era) and we were encouraged to wear it.  Since I didn’t have a lady’s hat from the era to 
wear I did wear the fedora, so I will look like one of the men in the crowd. 
 
We weren’t given much instruction for each scene, just yell and cheer and be a typical race day crowd.  In 
between each scene or ‘take’ we just stood around (or jogged in place to get warm!).  We could run to the 
bathroom or grab a bite from our brown bag breakfast or grab some coffee or hot chocolate.  After awhile, 
just standing around became boring and cold.  The wind was whipping pretty good and even a few snow 
flurries flew around.  We did get to see Chris McCarron and Gary Stevens up close while they were 
waiting to roll the race scenes.  We were waiting in an area where the crew hung out between scenes and 
both jockeys walked thru several times. 
 
We didn’t know for sure what they were doing or filming.  The afternoon got very boring as we just hung 
around the paddock (made to look like Pimlico) and along the rail.  The producers were very 
complimentary to us.  They said a crowd in California would have left a long time ago, but most of the 
Kentucky folks stayed all day. 
 
Throughout the day, to keep us amused, the staff gave away small prizes, and at the end of the day they 
had a drawing for a VCR, boom box, an all-expense-paid trip to the premier of Seabiscuit, eligibility for an 
all-expense-paid trip to the 2003 KY Derby, and eligibility for an all-expense-paid trip to the 2003 
Breeders Cup.  Boo hoo, Tom & I did not win any of the good prizes.  All in all it was a great experience to 
say that you were an extra in a movie filmed at Keeneland, but I won’t be signing up to be in another 
movie anytime soon – a long cold boring day – not the glamour you imagine when being part of a major 
motion picture. 
 
Big “Thank You” to Linda for taking the time to type this for us!      
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Betting Strategy 
Record Keeping – Organizing A Spreadsheet  

 

Last month in this newsletter I listed my betting statistics and received some nice comments and even a 
little friendly advice from some of you!  Bob Stark from Vegas has generously typed out his record 
keeping method and a short article on how to use it.  After looking over Bob’s methodology below, it 
struck me that this was an excellent ‘get-organized’ setup sheet for tournament players as well because he 
lists his potential plays in post-time order.  If you want a blank Excel template that has his own column 
headings, send him an email (below) and he will upload it to you.  Much appreciation to Bob for taking 
time to type this up and share it with other HTR members.  
 

Bettor, Better Keep Track - by Bob Stark 
Most of us do very well at handicapping the horses, but few give much thought to a “game plan” 
on how to bet the horses or record our results.  If you would like some help, to keep track of 
your results, make out a spreadsheet with column headers similar to these below.  
 
Time|R#|TRK|H#|ML|K|VO|OO|$<W|$<Ex|$<Tr|$>W|$>Ex|$>Tr| 
 
Here is the explanation for the header items. 
 

Time  Your local time the race will go.   
R#    The race number. 
TRK   The track. 
H#    The betting number of the horse. 
ML    The morning line. 
K     I like referencing the HTR2001 (K) rating here.  
 

VO    Value odds, your bottom odds which you will bet. 
OO    Off odds, the odds at the end of the race. 
 

$<W   Amount Wagered on Win 
$<Ex  Amount Wagered on Exacta 
$<Tr  Amount Wagered on Trifecta 
 

$>W   Amount Won from Win Bet (if any) 
$>Ex  Amount Won on Exacta 
$>Tr  Amount Won on Exacta 
 

Start by listing the races we want to play, in time order.  This is very helpful when playing more 
than one track (or at a tournament).  Then, you record your probable plays; by type and value, 
giving you a running “game plan”.   
 

The dollar sign with an arrow < is the amount you bet on the Win, Exacta, Trifecta.    
 

A dollar sign with an > arrow is the amount won, if you cashed the bet.  
 

On my sheet I add EX-Prob + TRI-Prob to record potential exacta / trifecta combos I’ll play. 
 

You can get creative, using a magic marker, to color in the R# box as follows: Green for turf 
routes, yellow for turf sprints, orange for dirt sprints, and red for dirt routes. 
 

Keep the boxes filled with your results as it happens.  At the end of the day, total all the 
columns.  When you leave the book/track, you will have all your daily information done.  Keep 
each sheet, and soon you can see your strengths and weaknesses.  I record my wins in green 
ink, and the losses (goose eggs) in red.   
 
This is an excellent method for keeping track of yourself.  Know your ROI, by type of bet, by 
track, and overall results.  The summary is also helpful at tax time.  Write to me if you want a 
blank template.  Good luck!    ---Bob Stark   bob.s@att.net   (Las Vegas).      

mailto:bob.s@att.net
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Betting Strategy 
Trifecta Configuration 

 

Despite excellent handicapping, overlay analysis and longshot identification, my losses in the trifecta 
have been eating up most of my straight wagering profits (review the November 2002 newsletter for 
details).  I need a new approach and decided to investigate thoroughly.  Typically I will play a key horse 
or two and combine it with 3 or 4 other logical contenders  
 
Assume Key horse is 7/1 and horse “A” 
Another Key horse is 16/1 and horse “B” 
Other contenders are horses “C”, “D”, “E”  
 
A typical wager   
 

A+B / A+B+C+D+E / A+B+C+D+E   ($1 ticket = $24) 
 

A+B+C+D+E / A+B /  A+B+C+D+E   ($24)  ($48 total) 
 

If both horses are medium odds (4/1 – 8/1) I’ll play only a standard pyramid bet. 
 

A+B / A+B+C+D / A+B+C+D+E+F  ($24)  
 
While my success rate with the overlays and longshots is pretty good, I am striking out most of the time 
in the trifecta using the play structure above.  Very frustrating. 
 
So I decided that it was time to either dump the trifecta from my wagering plan or to get busy with some 
research and configure a new method of playing it.  As my basis I used the (K) rating in HTR2001.  The 
statistics using (K) rating are highly consistent and perfect for any large sample trifecta analysis.  Here are 
some of my findings that help to set me off in the right direction. 
 
• The K-1 (or the favorite) is a statistically weak inclusion on the bottom (3rd hole) for the trifecta.  The 

typical K-1 or public favorite that does not finish 1st or 2nd will rarely show (12% of the time).  What 
is even more striking is that these horses deplete the trifecta payoff considerably if they do finish 3rd.  
Most bettors are boxing 3 or 4 horses in the tri, so it is logical that they tend to ‘throw in’ the chalk 
along with any other horses they like as an exercise in perceived safety.  So my first action was to 
eliminate the K-1 (if the favorite) from the bottom rung of all trifecta plays. 

 
• The 2-3-4 ranked (K) horses have a statistically higher probability of winning the race as a group than 

any favorite or K-1 does by itself (47% vs. 30%).  This may seem like futile logic when comparing 3 
horses to 1 but it is not when the cost vs. reward with trifecta statistics are examined.  The K-2,3,4 are 
not only an excellent source of overlays in the straight pools, but they are the primary anchors for 
trifecta payoffs in the plentiful $150-$400 range.  To survive long enough to hit a “home run” ($1000 
score) you must feed the bankroll consistent trifecta wins within this median payoff zone.  

 
• The favorite (or K-1) is a statistically neutral proposition when placed in the 2-hole.  In other words, 

the odds are very strong that the most logical horse on paper will finish 2nd in any given race (22%) 
and yet the payoff is not terribly eroded when this happens.  Exacta researchers have known about 
this for decades.  The problem with examining the trifecta was the multitude of permutations to deal 
with.  But it appears that the manner in which the public typically bets (key horse on top, 4 horse box) 
causes the greatest suppression of the trifecta payoff when the chalk finishes 1st or 3rd - yet it is much 
less of an underlay when finishing 2nd.   

 
Continue on page 7 
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Betting Strategy 
Trifecta Configuration…. continued 

 

• Longshots in the 3rd hole are most effective when the K-1 is either out of the money (32% of the time) 
or finishes 2nd (20%).  Couple that with the previously mentioned poor rate of return when the 
favorite finishes 3rd - the smart thing to do is to toss the chalk and add more longshots to the bottom 
of the ticket.  For example: the K-4, 5, 6 horses all have a higher probability of finishing 3rd than the 
favorite (@ 20% vs. 12%) and they pay a ton better when they do.  The idea of replacing the K-1 with 
K-5,6 was a no-brainer (I’m already including the K-4 in all three slots). 

 

Below is the structure of my new trifecta wager in detail.  It encompasses the information above while 
still remaining economical.  Further it provides an excellent percentage chance to hit a payoff in the 
common $200 - $500 range as well as a fair chance to hit a homerun ($1000+). 
 
A = K1 or the Favorite (the horse most likely to be bet by the public in all 3 trifecta slots) 
B = K2  (or any horse perceived to be the second most probable winner) 
C = K3  (or the horse perceived to be the third most likely to win) 
D = K4 (or any other solid contender above 6/1) 
E = a longshot with early or late speed or positive pedigree/trainer scenario 
F = a big longshot with anything going for it – shoot for the moon 
 

Trifecta Play =  B+C+D / A+B+C+D / B+C+D+E+F   ($30) 
 
This trifecta plan is most effective under the following circumstances  
 

• When the Vi for the race is below 35.  Favorites are far more likely to fail as the Vi gets smaller.  
• Field size of 8 or more.  Small fields render the payoff vs. bet amount, unsatisfactory in most cases.  
• Claiming races.  Favorites are more vulnerable and big longshots commonly hit the 3-hole. 
• When the “B”,”C”,”D” horses are all 4/1 or higher – this will commonly happen when the K1 is the 

obvious favorite and receives heavy late action. 
 
Before we look at an example, here are a couple of points to keep in mind  
 

1. The “A” horse does not have to be K-1.  Many K-1 horses are excellent overlays and pay double 
digits.  In that case, they should be used as the “B” horse for sure.  The “A” horse will typically 
be the obvious public favorite, the ML choice or any low odds horse you perceive is a terrible 
underlay.  In other words, the “A” selection is the horse that the public is using most often on 
their trifecta tickets.  Our approach is to gamble on races in which we believe that the “A” horse 
will not finish 1st or 3rd.     

 

2. A common outcome of this method is “B” – “A” – “C” consisting of the three favorites.  Such a 
result will return $50 or so.  You might want to pass races in which the “B” is a strong 2nd choice. 
But these races can be avoided by sticking with a plan that passes races with Vi greater than 35. 

 
Let’s look at the 6th at AQU on Nov 29, 2002.  Review the race by clicking to the TLC screen in HTR2001 – the top 
section is sorted by the K rating (I’m using PL-5).  This allowance race had a Vi of 31 and horse #1 (Da Coach) is a 
typical late-action favorite (6/5) and is certainly the public’s most widely used number in the trifecta.  He is also a 
K-1 and our obvious “A” selection with the trifecta strategy shown above.  According to any sound statistical 
history, this favorite has about a 30-35% chance of winning and about 22% probability that he will Place.  If he 
wins, the tri will be an underlay unless two huge longshots finish 2nd and 3rd – unlikely.  We can utilize K-2, 3, 4 
here (# 11, 6, 10) and as a group they have a 40-50% chance of getting into the winners circle.  We’ll add some 
longshots (#5,8) to the bottom slot to complete our $30 trifecta play.   
 

As always happens in handicapping articles – this was a winning trifecta finishing (11-1-6) but not a redboard as I 
bet it exactly as shown for a $30 and it returned about $250.  The lesson is that the payoff was relatively healthy 
considering the solid favorite finished 2nd.  I hope you have grasped the essentials here, if not write to me.   
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Handicapping with HTR2001 
Combining the (K) and the Vi into a Power Number 

 

Last month in this newsletter I printed an interesting chart that surveyed the results of the (K) rating at all 
levels of the Vi.  (Want to know more about the Vi? – read the September 2002 newsletter).  The chart 
showed a strong correlation between the effectiveness of the (K) rating as the Vi increased.   It occurred 
to me that we could quantify this relationship pretty easily.  
 
The (K) rating number (not the ranking) is obviously more powerful as it gets larger.  Some of you have 
already experimented with such things (K) > 109 or a gap of 5 points between the highest rank and the 2nd 
ranked.  Very interesting ideas and some of the results yield excellent results with win rates above 50%.  
See page 10 for new Export options in HTR2001 that will help with this research. 
 
Below is a test that I ran on a two-year database examining (K) at all levels.  All races were used; 
maidens, turf, 2yr, bush tracks, no exceptions.   The column headed “% of all K1” is the population rate 
among all horses ranked-1 with that (K) number.  This gives you some measure of where the majority of 
these top (K) horses cluster. 
 
 
(K)Rating (rank1)   %of All K-1     WinP     $ROI 
     

115+                       01%         51.9%     0.96 
114                        01%         46.1%     0.91 
113                        03%         44.4%     0.92 
112                        05%         40.6%     0.91 
111                        08%         36.6%     0.88 
110                        11%         34.2%     0.89 
 
109                        12%         32.6%     0.92 
108                        13%         29.0%     0.87 
107                        12%         28.2%     0.89 
106                        11%         25.1%     0.84 
105                        09%         24.4%     0.85 
 
104                        06%         23.2%     0.85 
103                        04%         20.3%     0.76 
102                        02%         19.7%     0.81 
101                        01%         19.9%     0.90 
100 or less                01%         18.2%     0.81 
 
110+                       29%         38.1%     0.90 
 
Keep in mind, that these numbers are strictly for the top ranked (K) horse in each race.   We can make 
several strong conclusions from the chart  
 

• The upper level (K) ratings are strong producers.  Those in the rare air at 112 or above have a greater 
than 40% chance of winning and are not significantly over bet despite obvious merits.  Again, these 
results are based on 100% of all North American races – very impressive.  The Full Card screen in 
HTR2001 has been updated with a (+) tag on horses (K) ranked-1 and rated 110 or higher (page 10). 

 
• The majority of rank-1 (K) horses will have a rating in the 105-110 range.  Those with ratings lower 

than 105 are on shaky ground in terms of production.  They average just about 20% winners and the 
ROI is not advantageous.  Many of the low-rated K-1 horses are favorites though and should be 
considered extremely vulnerable by the handicapper. 

 

Continued on page 9 
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Handicapping with HTR2001 
Combining the (K) and the Vi into a Power Number 

 

Now lets get to the meat of the discussion.  We know from last month that the higher Vi ratings have a 
direct impact on the (K) performance.  And now we have proven that high-rated (K) horses are 
significantly stronger than those with lower ratings.  So one way to take advantage of this would seem to 
be the product of both (multiply them together).  Here is the simple formula  
 
vk1 = Vi x nK1     
 

Vi = the Vi number for the race (15-55) 
nK1 = the (K) rating score for the top-ranked (K) entrant in the race. 
 

Example 
The Vi for the 1st race at GG on December 1st was 42.  The 1-rank (K) horse has a rating of 109. 
 

42 x 109 = 4578 (vk1) 
 
Now peruse the chart below to see if the combo number offers any opportunities.   
 

vk1            WinP     $ROI 
     

5000-6000       47.6%     0.89 
4800-4999       38.9%     0.86 
4600-4799       40.7%     0.91 
4400-4599       38.6%     0.89 
4200-4399       38.9%     0.94 
4000-4199       36.5%     0.90 
3800-3999       33.6%     0.87 
3600-3799       32.5%     0.88 
3400-3699       30.2%     0.86 
3200-3399       29.0%     0.86 
3000-3199       27.5%     0.88 
2000-2999       22.7%     0.85 
 
Analysis 
The sample sizes are very healthy at the top levels here, so you can expect to hit about 40% winners with 
any horse rated 4000 or more and you will find many of them everyday.  More research is needed before I 
add this item to HTR2001 software though.  It seems to me that the (K) rating alone, above 110 points, is 
more productive for high percentage bets than this new combo rating.  Perhaps the predictable nature of 
races with Vi > 40, suppresses the ROI for the strongest (K) horses.  Maybe a (K) rated 113 is a really 
better bet in a race with a 32 Vi than one with a 45 Vi in terms of potential profitability. 
 
Researching on your own 
The (K) is an excellent factor for research because it is a rating without excuses.  All horses receive a (K) 
score regardless of their present circumstances or race history.  I added the “vk1” rating and a “kgap” 
figure as new data fields for the HX4 export.  The Tester adds the “K110” item and the overall velocity 
score (nVEL) ranking.  See page 10 for the details.   
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Software Update Information 
HTR2001 Upgrade - December 5, 2002 

 

A modest upgrade for December  
 
The “Full Card” view adds the 6th ranked (K) to the list and placed a “+” after any top ranked (K) horse 
with a rating greater than 110.   
 
PP’s Sheets 
Received a ton of good suggestions for this screen – thank you very much.   I’ll put it all together in the 
next update in January.  I will have to extend the running lines to 160 columns to get everything on there 
including: weight, trainer/jock names (abbrev), odds and running positions.  I might leave the current 
FIGS alone and offer a second version of the screen to those that will house the additional data. 
 
Tester – added the following to the output – 
 

K110 = tallies all (K)-1 ranked horses with a (K)-rating of 110 or higher. 
VEL  = top-2 rankings with the Velocity Score (nVEL). 
 
Export  
Fixed the HX4 “nEDIF” item.   This repair to the ‘Impact early speed differential’ will be apparent on the 
Impact handicapping screen as well.  If two horses are tied, they will both be listed as +00.  The object of 
the item is to determine how much of an advantage the top early speed horse holds over the field. 
 

Added two new data fields. 
 

nVK1  = the  Vi  multiplied by  nK1  as discussed on page 9.  
nKgap =  gives you the rating gap between the top rated (K) horse and every other horse.  A positive 
value indicates the top horse’s point edge over the 2nd rank.   A negative value is given for all other horses 
to determine their point differential from the top rank.  
 

Read the updated HX4.TXT for details on new data-fields 114, 115. 
 
Suggestions and bug reports are always welcome!  
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Book Review 
Bringing Down the House  

 

Truth is often stranger than fiction in the world of gambling.  It would be hard to conjure up a novel about 
big time gambling that was any more exciting than true story told in Bringing Down the House by Ben 
Mezrich.  This book is not about horseracing but deals with a team of M.I.T. college kids that took Vegas 
for millions in the mid 1990’s playing blackjack.  They did not cheat – they were a team of brilliant card 
counters that played a perfectly honest game with extraordinary precision and teamwork.  The author 
explains it all without forcing the reader to understand the detailed mathematics of blackjack.  
 
The story has interesting character development.  This was a group of extremely gifted young men and 
women attending the pinnacle of education at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.  Their transition 
into the high-stakes world of Vegas casinos may be the most fascinating part of the story.  Their weekend 
conversion from “nerd” to “high-roller” was an act they perfected beautifully and deceived the casinos for 
a few years. 
 
The massive sums of money the M.I.T. blackjack team were churning was remarkable.  They were 
walking around with tens of thousands of dollars in their pockets all the time.  They had gym bags stuffed 
with $100 bills and $500 chips and casually walked around the streets of Vegas with it.  To get through 
airport security they had to tape wads of cash to their bodies.  The lavish comps they received from the 
casinos add much to the lore of this story as well.      
 
Eventually, of course, all good things come to an end.  Especially when easy money is flowing.  The team 
is revealed, barred, threatened and physically abused.  Then they turn on each other.  The dark side of 
both the team members and casino gambling are exposed.    
 
An excellent side story in the book deals with the high-tech security the casinos are now employing to 
watch every move a visitor makes.  From digital face scanning to the massive information databases now 
shared by the hotels, there is no such thing as an anonymous casino player anymore.  The amounts of 
money that card counters extract is probably so miniscule to the bottom line, but the grip of casino power 
over the public is the issue.  They want it to be well known that organized efforts (honest or otherwise) to 
beat games of chance will be met with intensive resistance. 
 
This book is highly recommended and you can purchase it almost anywhere for under $20. 
 

The Casey Blackjack Computer 
In the early 1980’s yours truly was a blackjack team member that used a hidden computer to count the 
cards.  The tiny computer, nicknamed “Casey” is now considered a felony-cheating device by Nevada 
law.  I strapped the small black box to my lower leg and wires were extended down to my feet and into 
special shoes.  The shoes had toe-taps and a small buzzer placed under the ball of the foot.  Every card 
that came out the deck was gently tapped into the little computer.  The player’s hand was also inputted 
this way and “Casey” silently buzzed back a special code for the correct playing strategy and bet amount.  
In theory the computer would play a perfect game of blackjack and bet sizing was always optimal.  Use of 
this device could effectively give the player a steady 5% advantage over the house.  That is about the 
same % advantage as the casinos enjoy with the game of roulette.  By any measure it was a huge 
opportunity.  (FYI -the total cost of the little computer and special shoes in 1981 was about $5000).  
 
As you will read in the book above, blackjack for serious money is not played at the kitchen table.   
Whatever mathematic gain you have from the card counting methods must be cut in half in the 
obstructive world of real casino blackjack.  We were much more conservative in our operations and 
betting amounts than the M.I.T. gang (above) and avoided casino personnel and their comps like the 
plague.  Getting caught with that computer would have meant a serious beating in the security hole and 
probably jail time.  In the end we didn’t make that much money.  Expenses and skimming by team 
members destroyed all profits.  I decided that solo gambling activities were much less stressful and 
profitable and turned to sports betting and horseracing full time by 1985.  I later sold my “Casey” 
computer for $1000.       
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Late News – Tournaments / HTR People in the News 
 

I will be out of the office from December 6-8.  Joining several other HTR subscribers at the Turf 
Paradise handicapping tournament.  This is one of the final big ones to qualify for the NTRA 
championship (they are rewarding the top 8).  Good luck to those of you also competing at 
Turfway, FairGrounds and on-line in Sam Houston contest the same weekend.  We have 4 HTR 
users set to go the Championship in January now and hoping to get a few more qualified before 
the December 31 deadline.   
 
Merry Christmas, Happy Hanukkah, and a wonderful holiday season to everyone.  Thank you 
for sticking with HTR in 2002 - here’s hoping the New Year 2003 is a blockbuster for you at the 
track! 
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